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Profit Share by Trade Volume: Parifix Crypto Exchange
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announced a new and ambitious crypto
exchange platform: Parifix

The reference system in Parifix is also has
a potential to become a great source of
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contemporary times. The word “Parifix”
born of the marriage of the word “parity”

Besides having a revenue sharing system,
Parifix is utilizing a base token (SKK) for all
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fees, commissions and trade operations in
the platform. The usage of SKK tokens for
these processes will vastly benefit users,
getting discounts as much as 50%.
Having firmly in mind to become a user
friendly trading platform, Parifix strives to
be as simple as possible with regards to
interface while maintaining advanced
charting capabilities with Tradingview
charting solutions integration which every
trader or investor feel at ease with overly
sufficient capabilities.
However, there are more to come to Parifix
platform as there are ongoing arbitrage
project which will be embedded to
platform and also advanced level order
types such as “one cancel other” or “trailing
stop”.
Parifix has begun a long journey. Feel free
to check out the links below for more info.
Web: www.parifix.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/parifix
Telegram: https://t.me/parifix_exchange
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